Dear Kambiz,

2014 had many ProCon.org topics in the news, especially gay marriage, medical marijuana, Cuba embargo, and vaccines. More than 20 million of you came to ProCon.org last year to learn and think critically about these and other issues.

In 2015, we plan to publish research about immigration, the Keystone XL Pipeline, gun control, climate change, the 2016 presidential election, and many more topics, not to mention planned upgrades to our teacher resources.

Our top three research updates from the last two weeks are listed below.

1. **Should the United States Authorize the Keystone XL Pipeline to Import Tar Sand Oil from Canada?** - Read our updated top pro and con quotes about the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline, including quotes from TransCanada (pro), Sen. Bernie Sanders (con), Sen. Joe Manchin (pro), and the NRDC (con).

2. **Is a College Education Worth It?** - Ahead of the Jan. 20, 2015 State of the Union address, find new quotes from Barack Obama, JD (pro), and Michelle R. Weise, PhD, Higher Education Senior Research Fellow at the Clayton Christensen Institute (con).

3. **50 Famous Quotes about Critical Thinking** - Read illustrated quotes about critical thinking from Albert Einstein, Thomas Jefferson, Martin Luther King, Jr., and other famous thinkers from Aristotle to Howard Zinn.

DONATE TO PROCON.ORG

To help promote critical thinking, counter misinformation, and replace bias and spin with nonpartisanship, we need your donations.

For every $1 you donate, we can reach 28 students, teachers, and readers like you.

Please support ProCon.org with your tax-deductible donation via credit card
1/16/2015

Build the Keystone XL Pipeline? Is a College Education Worth It?

or PayPal.

Please forward these updates to others who may be interested. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kamy Akhavan
President & Managing Editor, ProCon.org

"Promoting Critical Thinking, Education, and Informed Citizenship"
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